BEAVER TRANSLOCATION

Learn more at: http://beaver.joewheaton.org/2019---beaver-translocation.html

Primary Learning Outcomes

This course is designed for individuals and groups who are interested in live trapping and relocating beaver for stream restoration. It is anticipated that this course will meet the training requirements of the State of Utah’s live beaver trapping certification.

- Ability to work with landowners in protecting their property while working with beavers when possible.
- Knowledge of types of beaver traps and how to properly set them.
- Knowledge of how to safely transport beaver.
- Ability to collect and record pertinent data after captures.
- Knowledge of important components for temporary beaver care and housing.
- Ability to select proper relocation areas for release.
- Share perspectives

Participants can receive 1.5 Continuing Education Units from Utah State University for $95: restoration@usu.edu

(Note: Course qualifies towards Graduate Restoration Certificate)

Cost: $875